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High-frequency asymptotics for Maxwell’s equations
in anisotropic media Part I: Linear geometric
and diffractive optics
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This paper is devoted to the derivation of the equations that govern the propagation
of pulses in noncentrosymmetric crystals. The method is based upon high-
frequency expansions techniques for Maxwell’s equations. By suitable choices of
the scalings we are able to derive two classical models: Geometric optics and
diffractive optics~Schrödinger-type equations!. In the so-called geometric regime
we recover the standard results on the propagation of pulses in crystals~dispersion
equation, polarization states, group velocity!. In the diffractive regime we exhibit
original results and give a closed-form expression for the diffraction operator which
reads as an anisotropic operator. Given this expression we identify a critical con-
figuration where the diffraction reduces to a one-dimensional second-order operator
instead of the standard transverse Laplacian. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1354639#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many crystals and liquid crystals have optical properties which depend on the directi
propagation and the polarization of light. A precise understanding of light propagation in
anisotropic media is important for both theoretical and practical applications. Indeed this pr
is theoretically interesting in that it exhibits many optical phenomena such as polarizations e
optical rotation, and conical refraction.1 It is also practically relevant since anisotropic media a
essential components for many optical devices such as prism polarizers, birefringent filter
Pockels cells.2 Anisotropic media are also used for phase-matched frequency conversion.3 The aim
of this paper is to describe the effects of the anisotropy of the medium so as to derive evo
equations for the slowly varying envelopes of fields. Such results have been already ob
using more or less ad hoc methods~see Ref. 4 and references therein!. In particular a modern
method of solving optical problems is based on the integral formulation of the field equatio
the determination of the Green function.5 The method requires an explicit representation of
Green function which is obtained by the use of a Fourier transform. Then applying stati
phase method one gets the asymptotic form of the Green function. This method is efficie
linear media, but it is not well-adapted for addressing nonlinear problems since the use of F
transforms, and thus the derivation of an explicit form of the solution, are then prohibited.

We shall use a technique based on high-frequency expansions of the fields which has
been successfully applied to systems of linear, semilinear and quasilinear hyperbolic part
ferential equations~see Ref. 6 and references therein!. This technique is more robust than th
Green function approach in the sense that the approximate solutions are not derived
asymptotic analysis of an explicit solution, but through a direct asymptotic analysis of Maxw
equations. This high-frequency asymptotics method can deal with boundary conditions and—
important—it can handle nonlinearities. Applying this technique to Maxwell’s equations in a
tropic media allows us to get evolution equations for the field envelopes in both the s

a!Telephone: 01.69.33.46.30; Fax: 01.69.33.30.11. Electronic mail: garnier@cmapx.polytechnique.fr
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corresponding to geometric optics and diffractive optics. We are then able to write equ
which recover the classical results and also exhibit original results such as the explicit form
anisotropic second-order operator which plays the role of the transverse Laplace operator
standard Schro¨dinger equation.

The theoretical derivations of the equations and the physically relevant applications are
long, but they can be divided into two parts. In this paper we restrict ourselves to linear p
gation. Nonlinear propagation is addressed in the companion paper7 that requires the result
derived here below. The framework for high-frequency expansions of the solutions of Maxw
equations follows from the appearance of the small parameterd which has the order of magnitud
of the carrier wavelength of light divided by the next smallest characteristic length present
problem. If we consider the propagation along thez axis of a broadband and divergent pulse w
carrier frequencyv, then there exists a wave numberk5k(v) such that the electric fieldE can be
expanded as a series of slowly varying functions modulated by a rapid phasef5kz2vt

E~ t,x,y,z!5
1

2 S (
j 50

`

d jEj~dt,dx,dy,dz!ei ~kz2vt !1ccD , ~1!

wherecc is a shorthand for ‘‘complex conjugate.’’ We are particularly interested in determi
the leading profileE0 , the so-called slowly varying envelope of the field. We shall derive
evolution equation forE0 by using the fact that it reads as the compatibility condition for
existence of the expansion~1!. We shall see that for propagation length~z! of orderd21 times the
wavelength, which corresponds to the scales of the so-called geometric optics, evolution eq
read as transport equations with constant velocity. Further, in the moving pulse-time frame~mov-
ing according to the velocity exhibited by the geometric transport equations!, we can study the
evolution of the field for propagation lengths of orderd22 times the wavelength, which corre
sponds to the scales of the so-called diffractive optics. The evolution of the slowly va
envelope of the field is then governed by a Schro¨dinger-type equation.

The paper is organized as follows. First we describe the general configuration at hand
II. Sections III–V are devoted to an extensive study of the linear propagation of pulses in b
crystals. We finally apply these results to specific configurations and discuss some applicat
the last sections of this paper.

II. FORMULATION AND SCALING

We aim at focusing on the derivation of the propagation equation, so we consider s
boundary conditions. We refer to Refs. 8 and 9 for extensive treatments of very general bou
conditions. In this paper the planeSª$(x8,y,z)PR3,z50% is the boundary surface that separa
the semi-infinite vacuumR2

3
ª$(x,y,z)PR3,z,0% on the left and a biaxial crystal on the righ

R1
3
ª$(x,y,z)PR3,z.0%. We consider an incident beam incoming from the left whose propa

tion axis is perpendicular to the boundary surfaceS and is collinear to thez axis.
We assume absence of free charges or currents~j50, r50!, and that the crystal is nonmag

netic so that its magnetic permeabilitym[m0 . Inside the domainR1
3 , the electric fieldE and

magnetic inductionB obey the Maxwell equations

] tB1rot E50,

m0] tD2rot B50,

whereD is the electric induction which contains the physic interaction between light and m
and can be expressed in terms ofE. The magnetic fieldH is simply given byB5m0H. By
differentiating the second equation with respect to timet and substituting into the first one, th
magnetic induction is eliminated so that we get the equation which governs the evolution
electric field
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rot rot E52m0] t
2D. ~2!

Equation ~2! is insufficient to determine the electric field and has to be supplemented
constitutive equation showing how the field is related to the properties of the medium. Assu
that the wave intensity is small enough so that the response of the medium is linear, the e
induction reads

D5«0E1P ~3!

P5«0x~1!* E5«0E
2`

t

dt1x~1!~ t2t1!E~ t1!, ~4!

where P is the polarization of the medium. We assume that the electromagnetic wave
enough from all absorption lines of the medium so that we can neglect absorption and the
x (1) is real and symmetric.«0 and m0 are, respectively, the dielectric constant and magn
permeability of vacuum. These constant quantities are related to the light velocityc by the identity
«0m0c251.

In order to deal with a well-posed problem we must state boundary conditions in time
space domains. The boundary condition at the boundary surfaceS is imposed by the continuity o
the tangential components of the magnetic and electric fields. If we know the total fieldStot in
vacuum just in the limit slabz502, then the electric fieldE within the crystal inz501 should
satisfyE3n5Stot3n, wheren is the outgoing normal direction~0, 0, 21!. Unfortunately we do
not know a priori the total source, which divides into the sum of the incoming wave and
reflected wave. It is much more appropriate to consider as a boundary condition the inc
wave condition which is a well-adapted condition for almost normally incident pulses. The bo
ary conditions then read as the following equation over the interfaceS:

~E2cB3n!3n52S3n, ~5!

whereS is the source corresponding to the field of the incoming pulse given at the interfaceS by

S~x,y,t !5S Sx~x,y,t !
Sy~x,y,t !

0
D .

Last we assume that all unknown quantities are vanishing at timet<0

E,B,D~ t50!50 in R1
3 .

The source is assumed to be a modulation of a high-frequency signal whose carrier wavele
l0 , or the superposition of a finite number of such modes. From the characteristic spatial~resp.
temporal! variations of the envelope of the source we can also define a length scaleR0 ~resp. a
time scaleT0!. In order to make comparison we associate to the time scaleT0 the corresponding
length scaleL0ªcT0 . Our study will take place in the framework where the dimensionl
parameterd5min$l0 /R0,l0 /L0% is small. Note that this assumption prevents from addressing
cases of ultrashort pulses~whose duration is of the order of a few femtoseconds! and of ultrafo-
cused beams~whose radius is of the order of a few micrometers!. The most interesting case is the
the configuration whereR0 andL0 are of the same order:l0!R0;L0 , since it is the case tha
contains all physical phenomena and the other configurationsl0!R0!L0 andl0!L0!R0 can be
deduced from the first one by straightforward approximations. Settingd5l0 /R0 , x̃5x/l0 , ỹ

5y/l0 , z̃5z/l0 , and t̃ 5ct/l0 , the dimensionless Maxwell equation reads as:

rõt rõ t E52m̃0]
t̃

2D,
loaded 02 Apr 2001 to 129.104.4.68. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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where m̃05m0c2. If we denote«̃05«0 and c̃51, then we still have the conservation relatio
m̃0«̃0c̃251. The sourceS has a high-frequency expansion of the form

S~ x̃,ỹ, t̃ !5
1

2 (
v fPVS

S vx
f ~d t̃ ,d x̃,d ỹ!

vy
f ~d t̃ ,d x̃,d ỹ!

0
D e2 iv f t̃1cc. ~6!

VS is the collection~with finite cardinality! of the high carrier frequenciesv f of the modes that
the source contains. These carrier frequencies are now of order 1.vf is the slowly varying enve-
lope of the mode with carrier frequencyv f , and the typical scale of the variations of the smoo
function (T,X,Y)°vf(T,X,Y) is of order 1. Note that a dimensionless propagation distancez̃ of
the order ofd21 corresponds to a physical distance of the order ofR0 . Further a dimensionles
propagation distancez̃ of the order ofd22 corresponds to a physical distance of the order ofR0

2/l0

which is the well-known Rayleigh distance.
From now on we drop the tildes. We assumea priori that the electric field, the electric

induction and the polarization can be expanded in a power series of the small parameterd and in
a series with respect to a set of rapid phaseskfz2v f t:

E5
1

2 (
~v f ,kf !PH

~Ef~dt,dx,dy,dz!ei ~kfz2v f t !1cc!, ~7a!

Ef~T,X,Y,Z!5(
j 50

`

d jEj
f~T,X,Y,Z!, ~7b!

whereEf is the slowly varying envelope of the mode whose rapid phase is (v f ,kf). The functions
Ej

f are smooth in all their arguments.H denotes the set of the rapid phases (v f ,kf) which are
contained in the fieldE. Finally note that the slow variables will be denoted throughout the pa
by capital letters~say T!, while the fast variables, or microscopic, will be represented by lo
case letters~say t!.

III. LINEAR POLARIZATION

A. Geometry

We introduce the geometric framework. We first define a reference frame~x, y, z! associated
with the pulse where the carrier wave vector of the incoming pulse is collinear to thez axis. We
then introduce a reference frame~1, 2, 3! associated with the optic axis of the crystal, wheree3 is
the main optic axis. The description of the carrier wave vector in the crystal reference fra
given in Fig. 1.u stands for the angle between the wave vectork0 and the main optic axis.f is the
angle between the projection of the wave vector onto the plane (e1 ,e2) and the axis collinear to
e1 . In such a configuration the transition matrix between the reference frames~x, y, z! and ~1, 2,
3! is

UªS cosu cosf 2sinf sinu cosf

cosu sinf cosf sinu sinf

2sinu 0 cosu
D .

The matrixU is unitary and satisfiesU215UT. Throughout the paper we use the notationMT for
the transpose of a matrixM. If v is a row vector~resp. line vector!, vT stands for the line vecto
~resp. row vector! whose coefficients arev j .
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B. Linear susceptibility

The linear susceptibility is defined as the Fourier transform of thex (1) tensor10

x̂~1!~v!ªE
0

`

dt1x~1!~ t1!eivt1.

Time integration starts from 0 to satisfy the causality property. In the crystallographic refe
frame ~1, 2, 3! the linear susceptibility is diagonal and reads:

x̂123
~1!5S x1 0 0

0 x2 0

0 0 x3

D ,

so that in the reference frame~x, y, z! the tensorx̂xyz
(1) is U21x̂123

(1)U

x̂xyz
~1! 5S x4 cos2 u1x3 sin2 u

sin~2f!

2
~x22x1!cosu

sin~2u!

2
~x42x3!

sin~2f!

2
~x22x1!cosu x1 sin2 f1x2 cos2 f

sin~2f!

2
~x22x1!sinu

sin~2u!

2
~x42x3!

sin~2f!

2
~x22x1!sinu x4 sin2 u1x3 cos2 u

D , ~8!

wherex45x1 cos2 f1x2 sin2 f. In the followingx is a shorthand for the matrixx̂xyz
(1) 1I d .

C. Expansion of the linear polarization

The linear induction isD5«0E1P. If E5 1
2 (E(dt,dx)ei (kz2vt)1cc) and if we denote byT

5dt the slowly varying time variable, then the contribution of the linear induction to the Max
equation~2! can be expanded as

2m0] t
2D5 1

2 ~D0~E!1dD1~E!1d2D2~E!1O~d3!!ei ~kz2vt !1cc, ~9!

where theDj (E) are linear functions ofE given by

FIG. 1. Description of the wave vector in the crystallographic reference frame.
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D0~E!5
v2

c2
xE, D1~E!5

i

c2
~v2x!8 ]TE, D2~E!52

1

2c2
~v2x!9 ]T

2E, ~10!

and the primes indicate partial derivatives with respect tov.
Proof: If E5 1

2 (E(dt,dx)ei (kz2vt)1cc), then by expanding the linear induction as powers
d we get

D5 1
2 ~D~dt,dx!ei ~kz2vt !1cc!,

D5«0E1«0 (
j 50

`
d j~21! j

j ! S E
0

`

dt8t8 j x~1!~ t8!eivt8D ]T
j E.

We introduce the derivatives of the linear susceptibility:

x̂~1,j !~v!5
] j x̂~1!

]v j
~v!5E

0

`

dt1~ i t 1! jx~1!~ t1!eivt1,

so that the above expression reduces

D5«0E1«0 (
j 50

`
d j i j

j !
x̂~1,j !~v!]T

j E.

If only the coefficients of order smaller thand2 are retained, then the contribution of the line
polarization to the Maxwell equation reads

2m0] t
2D5

1

2 H v2

c2
~ I d1x̂~1!!E1 id

v

c2
~vx̂~1,1!12x̂~1!!]TE

2d2
1

c2 S 1

2
v2x̂~1,2!12vx̂~1,1!1x̂~1!D ]T

2E1O~d3!J ei ~kz2vt !1cc,

which establishes the desired result sincex5I d1x̂ (1). h

Notice that an expansion of the field of the formE5 1
2 E(dt,dx)ei (kz2vt)1cc provides an

expansion of the contribution of the linear induction of the form1
2 (D0(E)1dD1(E)1d2D2(E)

1¯)ei (kz2vt)1cc. If one desires similar forms in both expansions, then it is sufficient to c
sider an expansion of the field of the formE5 1

2 (E01dE11d2E21¯)(dt,dx)ei (kz2vt)1cc. This
remark will appear determining in the establishing of a suitable ansatz for the solution o
Maxwell equation which is discussed in the next section.

IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION IN ANISOTROPIC MEDIA

A. Principle of the high-frequency expansion

We aim at outlining the principle of the high-frequency expansion method. It can be ap
if the source can be expanded as~6!. Then we proceed toa priori expansions of the field inside th
crystal of the form~7!. In linear media the set of the frequenciesv which are contained inH is
imposed by the source and is equal toVS . In nonlinear media the generation of harmonics sho
be taken into account so that the setH could be much larger than in the linear case.

The establishing of the propagation equations for the slowly varying envelopes obey
following scheme. The form~7! is substituted into Eq.~2!: rot rot E52m0] t

2D. We get the
expansion with respect tod by applying formulas~9! and ~11! for the right-hand side of Eq.~2!
~contribution of the linear induction! and the left-hand side of Eq.~2! ~rot rot E!, respectively.
Collecting the terms with similar orders ind and the same rapid phases (v f ,kf), we get a family
loaded 02 Apr 2001 to 129.104.4.68. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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of equations. These equations can be decomposed into independent systems of equation
etrized by the rapid phases. The system corresponding to a rapid phase (v f ,kf) reads as a closed
form system for the coefficientsEj

f of the series expansion of the envelopeEf . This means that the
envelopes of the different modes propagate independently. Note that in nonlinear media the
be coupling between the propagation equations of the modes. Considering the system for th
with rapid phase (v f ,kf), we shall show on the one hand that a dispersion equation on (v f ,kf)
appears as a compatibility condition for the existence of the high-frequency expansion~7a!, and on
the other hand that the form of the leading order termE0

f is imposed by a compatibility condition
for the existence of the series expansion~7b!.

The form ~7! is an ansatz, that is to say ana priori form of the solution which is valid in a
given domain, here forz&d21. As an ansatz it satisfies basic properties. First it is compatible
the boundary conditions and the source. Second it is self-similar with respect to the operato
are encountered in the Maxwell equation. Indeed we have already established in Sec. III
applying the operator corresponding to the right-hand side of the Maxwell equation to
expansion of the kind~7! provides the same form. We are going to see in the next section dev
to the action of therot rot operation that the expansion~7! is also self-similar with respect to thi
operator.

B. Expansion of the rot rot E term

If E is of the formE5 1
2 (E(dt,dx,dy,dz)ei (kz2vt)1cc), thenrot rot E can be expanded a

powers ofd. Denoting byT5dt, X5dx, Y5dy, andZ5dz the slowly varying variables we find
that

rot rot E5 1
2 ~R0~E!1dR1~E!1d2R2~E!!ei ~kz2vt !1cc, ~11!

where the mappingsRj (E) are given by

R0~E!5S k2Ex

k2Ey

0
D , ~12a!

R1~E!5S ik]XEz22ik]ZEx

ik]YEz22ik]ZEy

ik]XEx1 ik]YEy

D , ~12b!

R2~E!5S 2]Y
2Ex2]Z

2Ex1]X]YEy1]X]ZEz

2]X
2Ey2]Z

2Ey1]X]YEx1]Y]ZEz

2]X
2Ez2]Y

2Ez1]X]ZEx1]Y]ZEy

D . ~12c!

Note that~11! actually holds true as an identity, and not only as an expansion. FurthermoreR2(E)
is simply the standard ‘‘Rot Rot E’’ when the spatial derivatives are taken with respect to
slow variables~X, Y, Z!.

C. Dispersion equation

Let us first assume that the input pulse has a single carrier frequencyv. By substituting the
ansatz~7! into Eq. ~2! and collecting the coefficients with powerd0 , we get by applying the
identities~9! and ~11! that R0(E0)5D0(E0)

k2JE05v2c22xE0 , ~13!

whereJ is the matrix
loaded 02 Apr 2001 to 129.104.4.68. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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J5S 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0
D . ~14!

The projection of Eq.~13! onto thez axis implies

E0z52xzz
21~xzxE0x1xzyE0y!,

and substituting this identity into Eq.~13! we get that (E0x ,E0y) should fulfill

k2S E0x

E0y
D5

v2

c2
M S E0x

E0y
D ,

whereM is the 232 matrix

M5S xxx2
xxzxzx

xzz
xxy2

xxzxzy

xzz

xyx2
xyzxzx

xzz
xyy2

xyzxzy

xzz

D .

Note that, sincex is symmetric,M is also symmetric. The existence of a nonzero fieldE0 with
carrier wave numberk is equivalent to the Fresnel equation expressing the determinant o
system~13! equaling 0

det~M2n2I d!50. ~15!

The relationshipk5nvc21 describes the normal waves that can propagate in the media
dielectric tensorx. Eq. ~15! also reads in terms ofx1 , x2 , andx3 as

n42Sn21P50,

S5
~x1x21x3x4!sin2 u1x3~x11x2!cos2 u

x3 cos2 u1x4 sin2 u
,

P5
x1x2x3

x3 cos2 u1x4 sin2 u
.

The sumna
21nb

2 is equal toS and the productna
2nb

2 is equal toP. SinceS andP are positive it is
easy to check that the Fresnel equation~15! has two positive solutionsna andnb . Consequently
there exist two possible polarizationssa andsb so thatsa andsb are unit vectors and (navc21,sa)
and (nbvc21,sb) are solutions of Eq.~13!. Furthermore the vectors (sax ,say) and (sbx ,sby) are
orthogonal. We define the dispersion relationship, the group velocity and the dispersion coe
of the waves as follows:

km~v!ª
vnm~v!

c
, vm~v!ªS ]km

]v D 21

, sm~v!ªkm

]2km

]v2
, m5a,b. ~16!

Accordingly, if the polarization of the incoming pulse has components on both thex andy axis,
then it should be decomposed into the sum of a typea and typeb waves. We shall discuss thi
decomposition precisely in the next section. Further, if the incoming pulse is a superposit
loaded 02 Apr 2001 to 129.104.4.68. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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several modes with different carrier frequencies, then for each carrier frequencyv f the above
results can be applied, so that each mode should be decomposed into the sum of a typea and type
b waves.

Note that the occurrence of the casena5nb corresponds to very particular configurations.
the three indicesx1 , x2 , andx3 are distinct~biaxial crystals!, then the only cases for whichna

5nb are ~assuming for instancex1.x2.x3!: f50 or p andu56uc(v), where

sin2 uc5
x1 /x221

x1 /x321
, ~17!

which defines the two optic axes of the biaxial crystal. Ifx3 is different fromx15x2 ~uniaxial
crystals!, then the only cases for whichna5nb areu50 or p, and anyf. This defines the optic
axis of the uniaxial crystal. Of course in isotropic mediumx15x25x3 one hasna5nb , but this
trivial case will not be addressed in this paper.

Section V is devoted to an extensive study of the propagation of the pulse in anisotropic
in the general case whennaÞnb . These results are then applied to the case of uniaxial crysta
Sec. VI. In Secs. VII–VIII we study the critical cases whenna5nb . Finally in Sec. IX we give
some more results about the case when the crystal is biaxial but two of the crystal indicesx j are
close to each other.

D. Boundary condition

This condition reads as~5!. We first eliminate the magnetic induction by differentiating w
respect to time

~] tE1crot E3n!3n52] tS3n.

If we assume that the sourceS can be expanded as~6!, and accordingly that the fieldE inside the
crystal is of the form~7!, then collecting the coefficients with powerd0 and high carrier frequency
v f establishes the continuity conditions which impose that the components parallel to the b
ary surface of the input fieldS and of the fieldE should be equal, while there are no condition f
the normal components. Consequently, the typem mode (m5a,b) with carrier frequencyv f

should be atz501

E0,m
f ~dt,dx,dy,z501!5ctr ,m~v f !v

f~dt,dx,dy!,

where the transmission matricesctr ,m are

ctr ,m~v!5
2

11nm~v!

1

smx
2 1smy

2 S smx
2 smxsmy 0

smxsmy smy
2 0

smxsmz smysmz 0
D .

Note that, if the input field at frequencyv f is linearly polarized along the (sax ,say,0)-axis, then
the field inside the crystal is purely typea. Moreoverctr ,m(smx ,smy,0)T5(2/@11nm(v)#)sm .

V. THE GEOMETRIC AND DIFFRACTIVE REGIMES IN THE GENERAL CASE

In this section we assume that the input pulse has only one carrier frequencyv and that the
dispersion equation has two distinct solutionsnaÞnb . In such a configuration, the input pulse ca
be decomposed into a typea wave and a typeb wave which propagate independently. We sh
express our results in the case when the input pulse is linearly polarized according
(sax ,say,0). The generalization to any polarization is then straightforward by application o
superposition principle. The case whenna5nb require a specific study since the rapid phases
the typea and typeb waves are equal, so their propagations may be coupled. This study w
carried out in Secs. VII and VIII.
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A. Geometric optics

We assume in this section that the input pulse with carrier frequencyv is linearly polarized
according to the (sax(v),say(v),0)-axis

S5 1
2 v~dx,dy,dt !~sax ,say,0!Te2 ivt1cc. ~18!

Consequently we adopt the ansatz~7! with H5$(v,ka(v))%

E5
1

2 S (
j 50

`

d jEj~dt,dx,dy,dz!D ei ~ka~v!z2vt !1cc. ~19!

We denoteT5dt, X5dx, Y5dy, Z5dz, andka is a shorthand forka(v).
Proposition 1. If the sourceS can be expanded as (18), then the leading order termE0 of the

slowly varying envelope is linearly polarized along thesa-axis and satisfies the transport equatio:

uax]XE01uay]YEo2]ZE02va~v!21]TE050, ~20!

starting fromE0(T,X,Y,Z50)52/@11na(v)#v(T,X,Y), whereua5(saxsaz /(sax
2 1say

2 ),saysaz /
(sax

2 1say
2 ),21)T. The solution of the above transport equation reads

E0~T,X,Y,Z!5
2

11na~v!
v~T2Z/va~v!,X1uaxZ,Y1uayZ!.

It corresponds to the framework of the geometric optics, where the slowly varying env
propagates without deformation with the group velocity. Note that the group velocityva(v) and
vb(v) are different. This phenomenon is called walk-off in the classical literature. It means th
input pulse will break into the sum of a typea and typeb waves which propagate withou
interaction at different velocities. Furthermore the rays along which the waves propagate a
parallel. The Poynting vector of a typea wave is collinear to the vectorua which means that the
energy flow does not propagate along the direction of the carrier wave vectorka which is collinear
to thez axis. This is the so-called angular walk-off phenomenon. Finally note thatua is orthogonal
to the polarization vectorsa : ua .sa50, and that the three vectorssa , ua , andka lie in the same
plane.

Proof: Let us substitute the ansatz~19! into Eq.~2! and collect the coefficients of each pow
of d.

Orderd0. The equations obtained at orderd0 give the dispersion relationship and the fact th
E05E0sa ~see Sec. IV C!.

Orderd1. The identityR0(E1)1R1(E0)5D0(E1)1D1(E0) reads

v2

c2
xE11

i

c2
~v2x!8]TE05ka

2JE11 ikaS ]XE0z22]ZE0x

]YE0z22]ZE0y

]XE0x1]YE0y

D , ~21!

whereJ is the matrix~14!. We project this equation onto the vectorsa . Since the matrixx is
symmetric, Eq.~13! implies

~sa
T!x2ka

2~sa
T!J[0, ~22!

so that the terms inE1 cancel. FurthermoreE05E0sa , so that it remains

i

c2
~~sa

T!~v2x!8sa!]TE052ika~saxsaz]XE01saysaz]YE02~sax
2 1say

2 !]ZE0!. ~23!

Besides, differentiating with respect tov the equation (v2/c2)xsa5ka
2Jsa yields
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1

c2
~v2x!sa1

v2

c2
xsa5ka

2Jsa12kaka8Jsa . ~24!

Left-multiplying this equation bysa , the terms insa8 cancel by~22!, so it comes

c22~~sa
T!~v2x!8sa!52kaka8~sax

2 1say
2 !.

Substituting into~23! finally establishes Eq.~20!. h

B. Diffractive optics

Eq. ~20! describes the propagation of the envelope of the pulse for distancesz of the order of
d21. The propagation is a pure transport without deformation. Consequently no evoluti
noticeable in the moving reference frame (d(t2z/va),d(x1uaxz),d(y1uayz)) when one looks at
z of the order ofd21. We are now considering longer propagation distancesz of the order of the
Rayleigh distanced22 and we adopt the following ansatz:

E5
1

2 S (
j 50

`

d jEj~d~ t2z/va!,d~x1uaxz!,d~y1uayz!,d2z!D ei ~kaz2vt !1cc. ~25!

We denoteT5d(t2z/va), X5d(x1uaxz), Y5d(y1uayz) and the long scale variation of th
envelope will be characterized by the variablez5d2z.

Proposition 2. If the sourceS can be expanded as (18), then the leading order term of
slowly varying envelope is linearly polarized along thesa-axis and satisfies in the moving fram
the Schro¨dinger equation

2ika]zE01ca,xx]X
2E01ca,yy]Y

2E012ca,xy]X]YE02sa]T
2E0

12ka~uax8 ]T]XE01uay8 ]T]YE0!50, ~26!

starting from E0(T,X,Y,z50)5(2/@11na(v)#)v(T,X,Y), where the prime stands for the pa
tial derivative with respect tov. The diffraction coefficients are given by

ca,xx~v!5
na

2

nb
22na

2 S xzy

xzz
12uayD 2

1
na

2sax
2

xzz~sax
2 1say

2 !
1

say
2

~sax
2 1say

2 !2
,

ca,xy~v!52
na

2

nb
22na

2 S xzy

xzz
12uayD S xzx

xzz12uax
D1

na
2saxsay

xzz~sax
2 1say

2 !
2

saxsay

~sax
2 1say

2 !2
,

ca,yy~v!5
na

2

nb
22na

2 S xzx

xzz
12uaxD 2

1
na

2say
2

xzz~sax
2 1say

2 !
1

sax
2

~sax
2 1say

2 !2
.

This proposition gives the equation which governs the propagation of the envelope of th
in the framework of the slowly varying envelope. We get here the result that the envelope
moving framework satisfies a Schro¨dinger-type equation with an anisotropic diffraction operat
and that coupled time–space derivatives of the envelope are coming into the equation.

It thus appears that there exists a disagreement between the propagation equations w
proposed in standard references,4 where the diffraction effect is represented as an isotro
Laplace operator with respect to the transverse coordinates, and our Eq.~26! where the diffraction
effect reads as an anisotropic second order operator. We aim here at underlying the poin
we feel the departure comes from. The direction of the polarization vector is assumed
constant during propagation in previous derivations of the evolution equations. We have sh
this paper that this hypothesis holds true for the leading termE0 , but it is wrong when considering
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the corrective termE1 . We feel that the departure between the results essentially originates
the improper assumption about the constancy of the direction of the polarization vector.

The crossed space–time derivatives essentially originate from the fact that the Poynting
of a monochromatic pulse is collinear toua(v) whose direction depends on the frequencyv.
Accordingly the different frequencies of a broadband pulse~or equivalently a short pulse! do not
propagate exactly in the same direction which involves this additive ‘‘dispersion.’’
PROOF: We substitute the ansatz~25! into Eq. ~2! and we collect the coefficients with the sam
power ofd. In the expressions~12b! and ~12c! of R1 andR2 we must take care to replace]Z(.)
by 2va

21]T(.)1uax]X(.)1uay]Y(.) and to take into account the new slow variablez.
Orderd1. Once rewritten in terms of the new variables, the transport equation~20! becomes

trivial. Furthermore, since

~~v2x!8sa!z5~v2xsa!z82~v2xsa8!z502v2~xzxsax8 1xzysay8 1xzzsaz8 !,

the projection of Eq.~21! onto thez axis establishes that

E1z52xzz
21~xzxE1x1xzyE1y!1

ikac2

v2xzz

~]XE0x1]YE0y!1 i S xzx

xzz
sax8 1

xzy

xzz
say8 1saz8 D ]TE0 .

~27!

Substituting into the projections of Eq.~21! onto the axesx andy

S v2

c2
M2ka

2I dD S E1x

E1y
D5 ikaS 2say

sax
D S S 2

xyz

xzz
22uayD ]XE01S xxz

xzz
12uaxD ]YE0D

1 i S S v2

c2
M2ka

2I dD S sax8

say8 D 22kaka8S sax

say
D D ]TE0 . ~28!

Since the vectors (sax ,say) and (2say ,sax) are orthogonal, there exist two scalarsAa andBa such
that

S E1x

E1y
D5AaS sax

say
D1BaS 2say

sax
D , ~29!

and two scalarsCa andDa such that

S v2

c2
M2ka

2I dD S 2say

sax
D5CaS sax

say
D1DaS 2say

sax
D .

Since (say

sax) is an eigenvector ofv2c22M with eigenvalueka
2, left-multiplying this equation by

(say

sax) yields: 05Ca(sax
2 1say

2 ) so Ca50. Thus (sax

2say) is an eigenvector ofv2c22M with eigen-

value Da1ka
2, and by definition of the eigenvalues this proves thatDa5kb

22ka
2. Eq. ~28! now

reads

Ba5 i
saxsay8 2saysax8

sax
2 1say

2
]TE01

ika

kb
22ka

2 S S 2
xyz

xzz
22uayD ]XE01S xxz

xzz
12uaxD ]YE0D . ~30!

Orderd2. Collecting the coefficients of orderd2 we get:

R0~E2!1R1~E1!1R2~E0!5D0~E2!1D1~E1!1D2~E0!.

Projecting onto the vectorsa the terms inE2 cancel and it remains
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sa .R1~E1!1sa .R2~E0!5sa .D1~E1!1sa .D2~E0!. ~31!

We now compute the four terms of this identity.

~i! Computation ofSa .D1(E1).
By definition:

Sa .D1~E1!5 ic22~sa
T!~v2x!8]TE1 .

From ~22! this expression simplifies

sa .D1~E1!52ikaka8]T~saxE1x1sayE1y!2 i ~sa8
T!~v2c22x2ka

2J!]TE1 . ~32!

Differentiating Eq.~21! with respect to time and multiplying bysa8
T establishes

~sa8
T!~v2c22x2ka

2J!]TE1

5 i ~sa8
T!~v2c22x2ka

2J!sa8]T
2E01 ika~sax

2 1say
2 !~uax8 ]T]XE01uay8 ]T]YE0!.

On the one hand, differentiating Eq.~24! with respect tov and multiplying bysa
T

c22~sa
T!~v2x!9sa12c22~sa

T!~v2x!8sa8

54kaka8~saxsax8 1saysay8 !12~~ka8!21kaka9!~sax
2 1say

2 !.

On the other hand, multiplying Eq.~24! by sa8
T

c22~sa8
T!~v2x!8sa1v2c22~sa8

T!xsa85ka
2~~sax8 !21~say8 !2!12kaka8~sax8 sax1say8 say!.

Multiplying by 2 the last identity and subtracting the last two identities establish:

c22~sa
T!~v2x!9sa52~sa8

T!~v2c22x2ka
2J!sa812~~ka8!21kaka9!~sax

2 1say
2 !.

Finally, substituting into~32!

sa .D1~E1!52ikaka8]T~saxE1x1sayE1y!1ka~sax
2 1say

2 !~uax8 ]T]XE01uay8 ]T]YE0!

1~2~~ka8!21kaka9!~sax
2 1say

2 !1221c22~sa
T!~v2x!9sa!]T

2E0 . ~33!

~ii ! Computation ofsa .D2(E0).
By definition and using the fact thatE0 readssaE0

sa .D2~E0!52221c22~sa
T!~v2x!9sa]T

2E0 . ~34!

~iii ! Computation ofsa .R2(E0).
Computingsa .R2(E0) is easy

sa .R2~E0!5
2say

2

sax
2 1say

2
]X

2E01
2saxsay

sax
2 1say

2
]X]YE01

2sax
2

sax
2 1say

2
]Y

2E0

22ika~sax
2 1say

2 !]zE02
sax

2 1say
2

va
2

]T
2E0 . ~35!
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~iv! Computation ofsa .R1(E1).
We first computesa .R1(E1) by taking into account~27!

sa .R1~E1!5 ikaF S 2
xzy

xzz
22uayD ]X1S xzx

xzz
12uaxD ]YG~saxE1y2sayE1x!

2
ka

2c2

v2xzz

~sax
2 ]X

2E012saxsay]X]YE01say
2 ]Y

2E0!12i
ka

va
]T~saxE1x1sayE1y!

2kaS xzx

xzz
sax8 1

xzy

xzz
say8 1saz8 D ~sax]T]XE01say]T]YE0!.

Using the representation~29! and the identity~30!

sa .R1~E1!52Fna
2~sax

2 1say
2 !

nb
22na

2 S xzy

xzz
12uayD 2

1
na

2sax
2

xzz
G]X

2E02Fna
2~sax

2 1say
2 !

nb
22na

2 S xzx

xzz
12uaxD 2

1
na

2say
2

xzz
G]Y

2E012Fna
2~sax

2 1say
2 !

nb
22na

2 S xzx

xzz
12uaxD S xzy

xzz
1uayD

2
na

2saxsay

xzz
G]X]YE012i

ka

va
]T~saxE1x1sayE1y!2kaS xzx

xzz
sax8 1

xzy

xzz
say8 1saz8 D

3~sax]T]XE01say]T]YE0!. ~36!

By collecting the expressions~33!–~36! of the four terms which are coming into the identity~31!,
we conclude that Eq.~26! holds true. h

C. Anomalous diffraction for biradial waves in biaxial crystals

We examine in this section the propagation in biaxial crystals in the particular configur
u5u r(v) andf50 or p where

sin2 u r5
12x2 /x1

12x3 /x1
,

where we have assumed thatx1.x2.x3 . Computing all relevant quantities we have found th
the eigenindices arena

25x2 and nb
25x1x3 /(x11x32x2). The corresponding unit polarizatio

vectors are

sa5~cosb r ,0,sinb r !
T,

where the angleb r is given by

tanb r52
A~x22x3!~x12x2!

x11x32x2
.

The diffraction coefficients are:

ca,xx51, ca,xy50, ca,yy50,

cb,xx5
x1x3

~x11x32x2!2
, cb,xy50, cb,yy5

x11x3

x11x32x2
.
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The striking point is that the diffraction operator for the typea wave is degenerate, in the sen
that there is no diffraction in they direction. Thea wave is polarized along they axis and satisfies
the Schro¨dinger equation

2ika]zE0y1]X
2E0y2sa]T

2E0y50.

Such an anomalous behavior is consistent with the results derived in Ref. 11 where the a
show that the asymptotic form of the Green function is proportional toz21/2 instead of the
standardz21-decay. This phenomenon is made transparent from our results, since the solu
a Schro¨dinger equation with ad-dimensional second-order operator spreads out asz2d/2. This
configuration could involve an interesting application in nonlinear optics. Consider high-inte
pulses so that the nonlinearity of the medium should be taken into account. Choose a
frequency such that the phase matching condition for the second-harmonic generation
fulfilled. We may then expect that the main nonlinear term reads as a cubic Kerr effect, so th
field should satisfy~neglecting group velocity dispersion!:

2ika]zE0y1]X
2E0y1guE0yu2E0y50.

This one-dimensional nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation possesses the complete integrability p
erty, which implies that stable solitons should be generated and propagate over large dis
This configuration will be studied in the companion paper.7

VI. UNIAXIAL CRYSTALS

We assume in this section that the dielectric tensorx (1) corresponds to the uniaxial case, th
is to sayx15x2ªxo and x35xe , with xeÞxo . The results derived in the above sections c
then be rewritten in simpler terms. In the general frameworkuÞ0 there are two distinct eigen
indices, the so-called ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices

no~v!5xo~v!1/2, ne~v!5S xo~v!xe~v!

cos2 uxe~v!1sin2 uxo~v!
D 1/2

. ~37!

These configurations correspond to an ordinary wave and an extraordinary wave, respective
unit polarization vector of an ordinary wave is simplyso5(0,1,0)T, while the polarization vector
of an extraordinary wave lies in the plane~xz! and is given byse(v)5(cosb,0,sinb)T, where the
angleb~v! is

tanb~v!5
cosu sinu~xe~v!2xo~v!!

cos2 uxe~v!1sin2 uxo~v!
.

A. Ordinary wave

The vectoruo which gives the direction of the rays along which the wave propagates in
geometric framework is simplyuo5(0,0,21)T. The diffraction coefficients areco,xy50, co,xx

5co,yy51, and uo850, so that the propagation equation in the moving frame (d(t
2z/vo),dx,dy,d2z)) reads as the standard Schro¨dinger equation:

2iko]zE0y1]X
2E0y1]Y

2E0y2so]T
2E0y50.

An ordinary wave propagates according to the usual rules which govern the propagation of
in linear isotropic media.
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B. Extraordinary wave

The Poynting vector isue5(tanb,0,21)T. Thusb is the walk-off angle, that is to say th
angle between the carrier wave vectork and the Poynting vector. The transverse diffracti
coefficientce,xy is zero while

ce,xx~v!5
xoxe

~cos2 uxe1sin2 uxo!2
, ce,yy~v!5

xo

cos2 uxe1sin2 uxo

.

Furthermoreue,x8 5(tanb)8 andue,y8 50. The extraordinary waveE05se .E0 in the moving frame
(d(t2z/ve),d(x1tanbz),dy,d2z)) thus satisfies the equation

2ike]zE01ce,xx]X
2E01ce,yy]Y

2E012ke~ tanb!8]T]XE02se]T
2E050.

In a negative crystalxo.xe we havece,xx,ce,yy , which proves that diffraction effects are mo
important along they axis than along thex axis. Note that, asu→0, we havene→no while the
coefficientsce,xx andce,yy converge toxo /xe . But as pointed out in Sec. V B, this extrapolatio
is not correct since terms of orderd are inversely proportional tono2ne and consequently tend t
infinity. At the limit u→0 new terms of order 1 must be introduced. This will be done in the n
section. Finally note that the expressions of the diffraction coefficientscm,... , m5o,e, are com-
patible with the asymptotic form of the Green function in the case of a uniaxial medium give
Lax and Nelson.12

VII. CRITICAL CONFIGURATION IN UNIAXIAL CRYSTALS

As demonstrated in Sec. IV C, ifx15x2ªxo and x3ªxe there exists a family of critical
configurations characterized byu50 and anyf for which the indicesna andnb are both equal to
Axo. We assume in this section that the crystal is uniaxial and tailored so that its principa
and the propagation axisz of the input pulse are collinear. In such a configuration there is
distinction between ordinary and extraordinary waves, and the field is transverse~there is no
componentE0z!. Further the propagations of the componentsE0x and E0y which used to be
independent in the configurationuÞ0 are now coupled since they have the same rapid ph
(v,nov/c). To deal with this coupling we consider a general form for the source

S5 1
2 ~vx~dx,dy,dt !,vy~dx,dy,dt !,0!Te2 ivt1cc. ~38!

The dispersion relationship, group velocity coefficient and dispersion are similar to those
standard ordinary wave and given by~37!.

A. Geometric optics

We adopt the ansatz~7! with H5$(v,ko(v))%

E5
1

2 S (
j 50

`

d jEj~dt,dx,dy,dz!D ei (ko(v)z2vt)1cc.

We denoteT5dt, X5dx, Y5dy, Z5dz, andko5ko(v).
Proposition 3: If the sourceS can be expanded as (38), then the leading order termE0 of the

slowly varying envelope is transverse. It has the same polarization as the incoming pulse,
satisfies the transport equation

]ZE01vo
21]TE050, ~39!
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starting fromE0(T,X,Y,Z50)5(2/@11no(v)#)v(T,X,Y).
In the geometric optics framework, this proposition demonstrates that the leading order

of the components of the wave with perpendicular polarizations propagate without intera
according to the standard law of ordinary waves.

B. Diffractive optics

Equation ~39! describe the propagation of the slowly varying envelope of the wave
propagation distancez of the order ofd21. It appears that the envelope is transported with
deformation. Accordingly, if one considers the envelope in the moving reference framed(t
2z/vo),dx,dy), then no evolution is noticeable as far asz;d21. It is therefore, necessary t
address the problem of long-range propagation, over distancesz of the order ofd22. The corre-
sponding ansatz is the following:

E5
1

2 S (
j 50

`

d jEj~d~ t2z/vo!,dx,dy,d2z!D ei (ko~v!z2vt)1cc. ~40!

We denoteT5d(t2z/vo), X5dx, Y5dy and the long-range scale is represented by the s
variablez5d2z.

Proposition 4: If the sourceS can be expanded as (38), then the leading order termE0 of the
slowly varying envelope is elliptically polarized in the plane~x, y! and it obeys the coupled syste
of Schrödinger equations in the moving frame:

2iko]zE0x1r]X
2E0x1]Y

2E0x1~r21!]X]YE0y2so]T
2E0x50, ~41a!

2iko]zE0y1]X
2E0y1r]Y

2E0y1~r21!]X]YE0x2so]T
2E0y50, ~41b!

starting fromE0(T,X,Y,Z50)5(2/@11no(v)#)v(T,X,Y), wherer(v)ªxo(v)/xe(v).
Note that the result of this proposition was reported in Ref. 13, which is as far as we kno

only paper which provides an explicit form for the diffraction operator in an anisotropic med
Nevertheless Ref. 13 only addressed the propagation of pulses along the principal axi
uniaxial crystal, while our formulas are valid for more general configurations and systems~41a!
and ~41b! is just a particular application. As in the diffractive regime of the propagation o
extraordinary wave in the frameworkuÞ0, we find an anisotropic diffraction operator. Furth
systems~41a! and~41b! puts into evidence a coupling between the linear Schro¨dinger type equa-
tions satisfied by the components of the field which are polarized along thex andy axes, respec-
tively. This coupling shows itself in crossed second-order spatial derivatives which act on
orthogonally polarized components. Accordingly, if the input wave is linearly polarized, the
spatial spectrum of the orthogonally polarized output field will present a dark cross whi
known as the Maltese cross.

C. Almost-critical configuration uÄdh

The conditionu50 is very stringent. It seems hardly possible to reach such a perfect lev
realistic experimental configurations. It is consequently relevant to address the problem
influence of a small perturbation of the ideal caseu50 by considering that the main optic axis o
the crystal is collinear to the propagation axis up to a term of orderd. The second motivation o
this section is to make smooth the transition between the results of the casesuÞ0 andu50, since
it appears at first glance that there is discontinuity. As we shall see in this section, this ap
disagreement is involved by the fact that the transition is continuous atu50 when considering a
change ofu at rated. Accordingly we setu5dh. In the geometric optics framework, one finds t
very same equations as in the caseh50. In the diffractive optics framework, one finds th
following perturbed Schro¨dinger equations:
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2iko]zE0x1r]X
2E0x1]Y

2E0x1~r21!]X]YE0y2so]T
2E0x

5h2ko
2~r21!E0x2 ihko~r21!~2]XE0x1]YE0y!, ~42a!

2iko]zE0y1]X
2E0y1r]Y

2E0y1~r21!]X]YE0x2so]T
2E0y52 ihko~r21!]YE0x . ~42b!

These equations involve an interesting application that we discuss in the next section.

D. Application: Detection of the optic axis of a crystalline medium

This section is devoted to a useful and straightforward application of the propagation
tions derived here above. We aim at determining the optic axis of a uniaxial crystal by a s
and efficient method. The technique which is described here below is widely used to brin
alignment Pockels cells in experimental setups. We consider the experimental configuratio
sented in Fig. 2. A linearly polarized divergent light beam emerging from a polarizerPx is
normally incident onto a plane parallel crystal plate of thicknesszc . The optic axis of the crysta
is assumed to be almost collinear to the propagation axisz, and we are looking for the angl
mismatchh between these axes.

We consider in this section long pulses with carrier wavelengthl so that the time-dependenc
of the envelope is much slower than its transverse spatial dependence and can be neglec
take the Fourier transform with respect to the transverse spatial coordinates

Ê05E E0e2 i ~kxx1kyy!dxdy.

Inside the crystal plate the field evolution is ruled by the systems~42a! and ~42b! which reduces
to a system of ordinary differential equations~we drop the 0-index!

2iko]zÊx5rkx
2Êx1ky

2Êx1~r21!kxkyÊy1~r21!hko~~hko22kx!Êx2kyÊy!,

2iko]zÊy5kx
2Êy1rky

2Êy1~r21!kxkyÊx2~r21!hkokyÊx ,

that can be solved exactly by a straightforward exponentiation. The input field is linearly pola
along thex axis by thePx polarizer, and thePy polarizer eliminates thex component of the outpu
field. Consequently the spectral intensity of the output field is

uÊyu2~zc ,kx ,ky!5FS ~kx2hko!A~r21!zc

4ko
, kyA~r21!zc

4ko
D uÊxu2~0,kx ,ky!, ~43a!

F~u,v !54u2v2 sinc2~u21v2!, ~43b!

FIG. 2. Experimental setup of a Pockels cell.
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where sinc(s)5sin(s)/s. The functionF is plotted in Fig. 3. Fromzc to zobsªzc1z1 the pulse
propagates in vacuum, so in the far field configuration (z1@l) the intensity distribution
uEyu2(zobs,x,y) is proportional to the power spectral density of the near field:

uEyu2~zobs,xo ,yo!5
1

l2z1
2

uÊyu2S zc ,
2pxo

lz1
,
2pyo

lz1
D .

Substituting Eq.~43a! into this identity yields

uEyu2~zobsxo ,yo!5
1

l2z1
2

FS S xo

z1
1hnoDA~r21!pzc

2nol
,

yo

z1
A~r21!pzc

2nol D uÊxu2~0,kx ,ky!.

Conclusion. If the optic axis of the crystal is perfectly collinear to the propagation axis of
beam, then the far field intensity presents a centered dark cross. If there exists an angle m
h between the optic axis and the propagation axis, then the cross is shifted by the quantiDxo

5hnoz1 .

VIII. CONICAL REFRACTION IN BIAXIAL CRYSTAL

As pointed out in Sec. IV C, ifx1.x2.x3 are distinct, then a simple study of the matrixx
shows that there exists only one case whenna5nb , which corresponds to the configuration whe
f50 andu56uc(v) whereuc(v) is defined by~17!. In such a configurationna5nb5x2

1/2, and
the two mutually orthogonal polarization vectors are:

sa5~cosbc,0,sinbc!
T, sb5~0,1,0!T,

where the anglebc(v) between the polarization vectorsa and the propagation axisz is given by

tanbc52AS 12
x2

x1
D S x2

x3
21D .

Substituting the ansatz~19! into Eq.~2! and collecting the coefficients of each power ofd, we get
the following result.

Proposition 5: If we denote the projections of the fieldE0 onto the vectorssa and sb by E0a

5sa .E0 and E0b5sb .E0 , then the scalar fields E0a and E0b satisfy the coupled equations

FIG. 3. Interference pattern from uniaxial crystal plate cut perpendicular to the optic axis, between two crossed po
Function (u,v)°F(u,v) over the domain (24,4)3(24,4).
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va
21]TE0a

1]ZE0a2tanbc]XE0a5
tanbc

2 cosbc
]YEob , ~44a!

va
21]TE0b1]ZE0b5

sinbc

2
]YE0a , ~44b!

starting from E0a(T,X,Y,Z50)5(2/@11na(v)#)vx(T,X,Y) and E0b(T,X,Y,Z50)5(2/@1
1na(v)#)vy(T,X,Y).

Taking the spatial Fourier transform with respect to the transverse coordinates~X,Y!, the
solution field reads

S Ê0a

Ê0b
D ~Z,T,kx ,ky!5

2eikxZ8

11na
F cos~krZ8!S 1 0

0 1D
1 i sin~krZ8!

1

kr
S kx

ky

cosbc

ky cosbc 2kx

D G v̂~T2Z/va ,kx ,ky!,

wherekr5Akx
21ky

2 and Z85Z(tanbc)/2. The evolution of an input Gaussian field is plotted
Fig. 4. Let us study the field in the frameworkuZ8u.1 but not so large so as to be allowed
neglect the diffractive terms~i.e., d21<z!d22!. In the physical space, using the stationary ph
method, we get that the field is concentrated on the circle with centerZ8 and radiusZ8 if the input
field is localized around 0. In other words the wave surface has the shape of a cone. This
refraction is a well-known phenomena which was predicted in 1832 by Hamilton and obs
thereafter by Lloyd. Historical references and an elementary study of conical refraction c
found in Ref. 1. More advanced treatments are devoted to the subject.14,15 In particular Warnick
and Arnold16 predicts additional fringes by computing the asymptotic form of the Green fu

FIG. 4. Conical refraction of a Gaussian pulse polarized along thex axis for different values ofZ. Z50 ~a!, Z54.13 ~b!,
Z58.26 ~c!, andZ520.65~d!. Here cosbc50.9 or equivalently (tanbc)/250.24.
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tion. These results can be exhibited in our framework quite easily. Let us denote by (cosg,sing,0)
the unit polarization vector of the sourcev, and byR0 the radius of the input beam. If~X,Y! is
farther thanR0 from the cone (X2Z8)21Y25Z82, then we haveuE0u2(Z,X,Y)5o(Z21). If ~X,Y!
is close to the cone (X2Z8)21Y25Z82 by less thanR0 , then denotingX5Z81Z8 cosa andY
5Z8 sina

uE0u2~Z,X,Y!.
Z0

Z S cosS a

2 D cos~g!cos~bc!1sinS a

2 D sin~g! D 2S 11cos2S a

2 D tan2~bc! D ,

whereZ0 is a characteristic distance proportional toR0 /tanbc . If Z is so large that it reache
values of orderd21 ~i.e., z reaches values of orderd22!, then one should take into account th
second-order derivatives, which makes the evolution of the field more complicated. The stra
still the same as in the other configurations. It consists in looking at the evolution of the field
long scaled2z around the points defined by the transport equation, that is to say the cone d
by (x2z(tanbc)/2)21y25(z(tanbc)/2)2. This specific study will be carried out elsewhere. Ne
ertheless, we would like to add the following comment that gives a new insight into the phe
ena that govern conical refraction. In the moving reference frame (d(t2z/va),d(x
1z(tanbc)/2),dy,dz) Eqs.~44a! and ~44b! read as

]ZE0a5
tanbc

2
]XE0a1

tanbc

2 cosbc
]YE0b , ~45a!

]ZE0b5
sinbc

2
]YE0a2

tanbc

2
]XE0b . ~45b!

Composing these equations establishes that the modesE0m for m5a and b obey the standard
wave equations with uniform ‘‘velocity’’ (tanbc)/2

]Z
2E0a5

tan2 bc

4
~]X

21]Y
2 !E0a

, ~46a!

]Z
2E0b5

tan2 bc

4
~]X

21]Y
2 !E0b , ~46b!

whereZ plays the role of the usual time. The initial conditions are imposed byE0m(Z50) and
]ZE0m(Z50). As is well-known the solution of the wave equationutt5c2Du satisfies the Huy-
gens principle which states that, if the Laplacian acts on a space with odd dimensiond, then the
solution u(x,t) depends only on the initial data att50 for x0P$x0PRd,ux02xu5ct%. Thus an
initial delta-like pulse att50, x50 will give rise at timet to a pulse concentrated on the circ
with center 0 and radiusct. This property does not hold true for even dimension, since the solu
u(x,t) then depends on the initial data att50 in the conex0P$x0PRd,ux02xu<t%. In the
standard wave equation, the space has dimensiond53 and the Huygens principle is satisfied.
our case,Z plays the role oft andd52, which proves that complex structure inside the main c
can be generated during the propagation. We refer to the standard literature on the wave e
for a description of the different phenomena that can arise.17,18

IX. TRANSITION BETWEEN UNIAXIAL AND BIAXIAL CONFIGURATIONS

We assume in this section that the crystal is tailored so that its principal axis and the p
gation axisz of the input pulse are collinear. Furthermore the susceptibilitiesx1 andx2 are close
to each other so that they can be written as:x15xo andx25xo2d2hx , wherehx is of order 1.
Accordingly the tensorx in the ~x, y, z!-frame reads as
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x5x02d2hxMf , x0
ªS xo 0 0

0 xo 0

0 0 xe

D , Mf5Nf % 0, NfªS sin2 f cosf sinf

cosf sinf cos2 f D .

In such a configuration the dispersion equation is the same as in the uniaxial case consid
Sec. VII since the mismatch only appears at orderd2. Thus the two eigenindices are equal toxo

1/2,
the group velocity coefficient and dispersion are similar to those of a standard ordinary wav
given by~37!, and the leading order termE0 of the field is transverse. Further the propagations
the componentsE0x andE0y are coupled. To deal with this coupling we consider the general f
~38! for the source. The weak biaxial property~of orderd2! does not involve any modification o
the transport equations which govern the propagation of the wave in the geometric scale
respect to the uniaxial case. We thus consider the scales of diffractive optics and we ad
ansatz~40!.

Proposition 6: If the sourceS can be expanded as (38), then the leading order termE0 of the
slowly varying envelope is transverse and it satisfies the coupled Schro¨dinger equations:

2iko]zE0x1r]X
2E0x1]Y

2E0x1~r21!]X]YE0y2so]T
2E0x5ko

2hx~MfE0!x , ~47a!

2iko]zE0y1]X
2E0y1r]Y

2E0y1~r21!]X]YE0x2so]T
2E0y5ko

2hx~MfE0!y , ~47b!

starting fromE0(T,X,Y,z50)5(2/@11no(v)#)v(T,X,Y), wherer5xo /xe .
Taking the spatial Fourier transform with respect to the transverse coordinates~X, Y!, the

systems~47a! and~47b! reduces to a system of ordinary differential equations. If the initial pu
is polarized along thex axis, and if we retain only the component of the output pulse whichy
polarized, then we have

uÊy~zc ,kx ,ky!u25FfS kxA~r21!zc

4ko
,kyA~r21!zc

4ko
,
hxkozc

4 D uÊx~0,kx ,ky!u2,

Ff~u,v,h!5~2uv1h sin~2f!!2

3sinc2~A~u21v2!21h212h~~v22u2!cos~2f!12uv sin~2f!!!,

where sinc(s)5sin(s)/s. Figure 5 plots the function (u,v)°Ff(u,v,h) for different values of the
parametersf andh. Comparisons with experimental observations show excellent agreemen
Figure 14.26 in Ref. 1 for an observation of Fig. 5~f!, Figures 465 to 466 in Ref. 19 for observ
tions of Figs. 5~d! and Fig. 5~e!, and Fig. 5.30 in Ref. 20 for another observation of Fig. 5~e!. In
particular Fig. 5~f! is the theoretical counterpart of the cover of the sixth edition of the b
‘‘Principles of Optics’’ by Born and Wolf!1 Let us briefly discuss the main properties of t
functionsFf . If the initial polarization vector is collinear to one of the axis of the crystal~f
50 or p!, thenF0 has a factoru2v2, which shows that there is a centered dark cross, whateveh.
If the initial polarization vector is collinear to the bisecting line of the axes of the crystaf
5p/4), then we have

Fp/4~u,v,h!5~2uv1h!2sinc2~A~u21v2!21h214huv !, ~48!

which shows that the transmission at the center gets nonzero whenh increases and may even b
1 at some particular values~see Fig. 5!. Indeed, whateverf, the transmission atu5v50 is
Ff(0,0,h)5sin(h)2 sin(2f)2. If f50, it is always 0, but iff5p/4, it is equal to sin(h)2 which is
maximal and equal to 1 whenh5p/2 modp. This implies that a plane wave is fully transmitte
in this configuration.

The results derived in this section provide the principle and the precise characterizat
electro-optic switching devices of the family of Pockels cells.2 Indeed, the experimental setu
loaded 02 Apr 2001 to 129.104.4.68. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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depicted in Fig. 2 corresponds to the casehx50. Applying an electric field between two faces
the potassium dihydrogen phosphate~KDP! crystal plate involves an alteration of the distributio
of the electric charges of the atoms and molecules which constitute the crystal, which affe
optical properties of the medium. The theory of electro-optics is well-known, and we refe
instance to Ref. 21, Section 87, for a survey. In the case of point group 42̄m to which KDP crystal
belongs, it is known that the crystals become biaxial while they are uniaxial in the absen
external electric field, that is to sayhx takes nonzero values which are imposed by the app
electric field. By applying the tension from 0 to the value corresponding tohx52p/(ko(v)zc),
the transmittivity goes from 0 to 1 for an input plane wave with carrier frequencyv. Finally note
also that the transfer function (u,v)°Fp/4(u,v,p/2) possesses a flat top hat. This configurat
could then be used as a spatial filter as well.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have derived the equations which govern the linear propagation of the s
varying envelopes of pulses in a bulk medium presenting anisotropic properties. The st
mainly consists in two steps. We first consider the Maxwell equations in the scales of

FIG. 5. Interference patterns from biaxial crystal plates between two crossed polarizers. Functions (u,v)°Ff(h,u,v)
over the domain (24,4)3(24,4) for different values ofh andf. h5p/4 andf5p/4 ~a!, h5p/2 andf5p/4 ~b!, h
5p andf5p/4 ~c!, h53p/2 andf5p/4 ~d!, h52p andf5p ~e!, andh55p/2 andf57p/8 ~f!. The caseh50 ~and
any f! is plotted in Fig. 3.
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geometric, that is to say for propagation distance of the same order as the radius of the beam
duration of the pulse times the light velocity. In this framework the propagation equations re
transport equations, which actually give the propagation of the rays according to the la
geometric optics. Second we revisit the Maxwell equations in the moving frame indicated b
above-derived transport equations. In the scales of the geometric optics, the propagation eq
are then trivial, which allows to consider larger propagation distances, of the order of the Ra
distance or the dispersion distance. In this framework the propagation equations re
Schrödinger-type equations, which actually give the propagations of the slowly varying env
according to the law of diffractive optics.

By applying this methodology we have put into evidence that we can deal with many s
tions. We have recovered well-known results, but we have also exhibited closed form expre
for the diffraction operator which has led to original results regarding an anomalous diffracti
a very particular configuration. Another advantage of this method is that it can still be ap
when we take into account the nonlinear susceptibility of the medium. This generalizat
addressed in the companion paper.7
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